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Part I. Overview of those selected papers
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A weekly international journal publishing in all fields of science and 
technology.

The first issue of Nature was published on 4 November 1869.
Founder: Alexander Macmillan

2 year Impact Factor - 42.779
5 year Impact Factor - 46.488

Article:
they do not normally exceed 5 pages
3-4 modest display items (figures and tables) 
2000-2500 words (summary paragraph plus body text).

Macmillan Publishers



Science is a weekly, peer-reviewed journal that publishes significant original scientific 
research, plus reviews and analyses of current research and science policy.
It was first published in 1880.

AAAS, an international nonprofit scientific association established in 1849, publishes: Science, Science 
Advances, Science Immunology, Science Robotics, Science Signaling and Science Translational Medicine.



Research Articles: present a major advance. up to ~4500 words and ~5 printed pages. Up to six figures or 
tables. 
Science also accepts a few Research Articles for online presentation. These can be up to 8000 words.

Reports: present important new research results of broad significance. up to ~2500 words, ~3 printed
pages, four figures or tables and 30 references.

Reviews: up to~6000 words and 4-6 figures or tables, 100 references



Cell journal was established in 1974 and is published twice monthly by Cell Press.

Cell article types

Cell publishes findings of unusual significance in any area of life science.

Research articles present conceptual advances of unusual significance regarding a biological question of wide interest.
The total character count of an article must be under 45,000* and no more than seven figures and/or tables.





Search: "Drosophila"[Title/Abstract] AND "Nature"[Journal] AND 
2019/01/01:2021/12/31[Date - Publication]

Selected:
Nature: 15/33
Science: 3/17
Cell: 4/20



1. Screened 234 lines (labelled fru+ or dsx+ neurons) and found vpoDN supplementary

2. Manipulation of vpoDN activity. mated female (internal states) and wingless male
( external cues): locate the position of vpoDN in receptivity circuity



3. vpoDNs respond to courtship songs but do not have direct projections to AMMC region.

4. Search for the interneurons by electron microscopy volume of a full adult female brain. 

vpoDN



5. Discover the relationship between pC1 (internal mating status) and vpoDN

song evoked

photoactivation (red) 

song playback (blue) 

vpoDN







Phenotype: Flies exhibit a systematic change in 
color preference during day. 



expressed in ddaC neurons

TrpA1 and Pyx sense both
temperature and light.





The Drosophila Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) 
is a population consisting of more than 200 
inbred lines derived from the Raleigh, USA 
population.

1. Object orientation variability is independent of genetic diversity. 



2. Individual object orientation responses are nonheritable. 



Green: M-DCNs Red: DCNs

The number of DCNs varied from 22 
to 68 cells and 6 to 23 M-DCNs.



3. DCN asymmetry determines object orientation in individuals



3. DCN asymmetry determines object orientation in individuals



1. Yellow sex-biased pattern in the D. biarmipes wing is independent of the sex determination hierarchy. 



2. Sexually dimorphic regulation of y requires functional homolog interaction 

3. Regulatory model of y sexually dimorphic expression in the wing and posterior abdomen of D. biarmipes. 
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Pyronic: a sensor of 
changes in 
intracellular pyruvate
concentration 

iATPSnFR: a sensor 
of changes in ATP 
concentration 
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An update on sleep behavior in drosophila
——Why are these articles  accepted by CNS?

Speaker�JSH

PART 2:



Sleep

Circadian system

Homeostasis

“how and why the drive to sleep is generated�”



elav-GS

Toda et al., Science, 2019 



elav-GS

Toda et al., Science, 2019 



NUR as a secreted sleep-inducing molecule has antimicrobial activity

• N-terminal signal peptide
• ORF— arginines and glycines
• no transmembrane region

Toda et al., Science, 2019 



Requirement of nur for sleep depth and for acute sleep induction after infection 

Common situation:

Mechanical stimulus:

Bacterial infection:

“immune function and 
sleep-inducing property”

Toda et al., Science, 2019 



NurGal4 flies expressed GFP signals only after the flies were sleep-deprived

Toda et al., Science, 2019 Nur-Gal4 / UAS-CD4::tdGFP



Summary:

1.Interesting standpoint: “Feeling sleepy when you are sick” 
— — A protein puts flies to sleep and fights infection

2.Basic work: 12198 Drosophila lines screening (involved 8015 Drosophila genes)
Nur expression was induced in only a single neuron per brain 

hemisphere(a small and highly specialized neuronal circuit)

3.NUR— a molecule that provides a clear mechanistic
link between increased sleep and increased survivability 
AMPs—more than 100 in human implications for interactions 

between sleep and immunity during human disease

Stress-induced sleep (SIS) 



Hunger

Feeding
appetitive long-term memory 

sleep-dependent

sleep-independent

α′/β′ ap neurons

α′/β′ m neurons



Flies fed post-training require sleep for memory consolidation

Chouhan N.S et al., Neuron, 2021



α′/β′ lobes are particularly important for appetitive memory

Yoshinori Aso et al., elife, 2014
Chouhan N.S et al., Neuron, 2021

Distinct α′/β′ subsets mediate sleep-dependent and sleep-independent memory

α′/β′ap neuronα′/β′m neuron



α′/β′ap activity is required for the post-training sleep increase 

Chouhan N.S et al., Neuron, 2021

appetitive conditioning: 



MB077B: MBON-γ2α′1 neurons

MB112C: MBON-γ1pedc neurons

Feeding drives different DANs and MBONs for appetitive memory formation 

Chouhan N.S et al., Neuron, 2021

MB504B: multiple PPL1 DANs
MB320C: MB-MP1 DANs 
MB296B: MB-MV1 DANs



Summary:

1. Behavioural plasticity is critical for adaptation in varying environments 

Common view: Sleep is required for the consolidation of long-term memory
(accumulation of catabolic waste products / energy demands)

Appetitive memory: starved flies can still consolidate memory related to food
(survival) 

In rats and humans, sleep is specifically required for hippocampus-dependent memory.

2. A feeding/hunger-dependent adaptive switch/ The recruitment of distinct 
neural circuit mechanisms 

sweet taste�NPF anterior– posterior α′/β′ neurons/medial α′/β′ neurons



Gero Miesenböck



“a homeostatic sleep switch”

“homeostatic sleep control: switching sleep-promoting neurons (dFB nuerons)between 
active and quiescent states”

Dopamine inhibits dFB neurons 
via Dop1R2 and promotes 
awakening.

Pimentel D et al., Nature. 2016



Ø Dop1R2 knock out
Ø PTX: the Gi/o family inactivation 
Ø Caesium: the pores of inward-rectifier channels 
Ø elevated intracellular chloride 

potassium conductances mediate the bulk of dopaminergic inhibition 

voltage-dependent A-type currents: Shaker 
voltage-independent non-A-type currents: Sandman

Pimentel D et al., Nature. 2016



Shaker and Sandman have opposing effects on sleep 

Pimentel D et al., Nature. 2016



Summary:

The leak channel Sandman imposes silence during waking, whereas 
increased A-type currents through Shaker support tonic firing during sleep.

transient dopamine responses sustained dopamine responses 

Pimentel D et al., Nature. 2016



Shaker potassium channel
a β-subunit: Hyperkinetic

redox sleep
Kempf A et al., Nature. 2019



Ø The sleep-regulatory role of Hyperkinetic is tied to its ability to sense changes 
in cellular redox state, which are therefore expected to accompany changes in 
sleep pressure. 

Ø Perturbing the redox chemistry of dFB neurons should have consequences for 
sleep.

1.manipulation of mitochondrial electron transport
2.chronic interference with antioxidant enzymes
3.acute optogenetic induction of singlet oxygen formation

Ø It identifies a biophysical mechanism for coupling redox chemistry and sleep.

energy metabolism  oxidative stress sleep 



Summary:

1.Cutting-edge research needs effective technical support.

optogenetics electrophysiological

2. More detailed neural circuitry studies on sleep homeostasis

biophysical changes in a small population of neuron

3. A special point of view: Shaker/Sandman potassium channel ON/OFF

4.Energy metabolism, oxidative stress, and sleep are mechanistically connected. 

—three processes implicated independently in lifespan, ageing, and 

degenerative disease

5. For human, some potential sleep-regulatory drugs would be invented for

insomnia induce by doxidative stress.



Hello D.mel
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Why were these papers accepted by CNS�

Part III. Dissect papers about feeding and food intake

Speaker: Su Xb



Irene Miguel-Aliaga and publications from her lab



We are interested in the 
plasticity of adult organs.



An intestinal zinc sensor regulates food intake and developmental growth



Design of enterocyte-specific RNAi-screen



Intestinal Hodor sustains larval growth

hodor—an acronym for ‘hold on, don’t rush’, in 
reference to the developmental delay



Hodor expression was confined to enterocytes in two midgut portions

principal cells (using CtB-Gal4) 
iron cells (using Fer2LCH-Gal4)
copper cells (using lab-Gal4) 



Hodor controls larval growth by promoting food intake and systemic insulin signalling



Hodor is a zinc-gated chloride channel



Cellular roles of a zinc-gated chloride channel



An intestinal zinc sensor regulates food intake and developmental growth

hodor—an acronym for ‘hold on, don’t
rush’, in reference to the developmental delay.
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Sex Differences in Intestinal Carbohydrate Metabolism Promote Food Intake and Sperm Maturation

How gut derived signals contribute to sex differences 
in whole-body physiology?

Highlight

l Intestinal carbohydrate metabolism is male-biased and 
region-specific

l Testes masculinize gut sugar handling by promoting
enterocyte JAK-STAT signaling

l The male intestine secretes citrate to the adjacent testes

l Gut-derived citrate promotes food intake and sperm
maturation



Sex Differences in Intestinal Carbohydrate Metabolism Promote Food Intake and Sperm Maturation
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Enteric neurons increase maternal food intake during reproduction

Why do pregnant women eat more�



Enteric neurons increase maternal food intake during reproduction

Why do pregnant women eat moree
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A glucose-sensing neuron pair regulates insulin and glucagon in Drosophila

We report herein the discovery of a pair of glucose-excited

neurons in the Drosophila brain that maintain glucose homeostasis

by coordinating the activity of the two key hormones involved in

that process: insulin and glucagon.

corpora cardiaca (CC)

insulin-producing cells (IPCs)



Identification of neurons that are required for the starvation-induced nutrient selection 



A pair of glucose-sensing neurons in the brain, CN neurons, show a unique projection pattern



CN neurons are activated by nutritive sugars, but not by nonnutritive sugars 



Nutrient-dependent plasticity occurs in axon 1 and axon 2 of the CN neurons



IPCs’ activity and dilp2 secretion require an excitatory signal from CN neurons



AKH retention in AKH-producing cells requires an inhibitory signal from CN neurons



sNPF is the functional neurotransmitter of CN neurons 



A glucose-sensing neuron pair regulates insulin and glucagon in Drosophila
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